Current trends in increasing storage capacity and virtualization of resources combined with the need for energy efficiency put a challenging task in front of system designers. Previous studies have suggested many approaches to reduce hard disk energy dissipation in native OS environments; however, those mechanisms do not perform well in virtual machine environments because a virtual machine (VM) and the virtual machine monitor (VMM) that runs it have different semantic contexts. This paper explores the disk I/O activities between VMM and VMs using trace driven simulation to understand the I/O behavior of the VM system. Subsequently, this paper proposes three mechanisms to address the isolation between VMM and VMs, and increase the burstiness of hard disk accesses to increase energy efficiency of a hard disk. Compared to standard shutdown mechanisms, with eight VMs the proposed mechanisms reduce disk spin-ups, increase the disk sleep time, and reduce energy consumption by 14.8% with only 0.5% increase in execution time. We implemented the proposed mechanisms in Xen and validated our simulation results.
Introduction
The benefit of energy management has driven new ideas for designing and developing energy-efficient hard disk hardware and software. Typically, the OS is responsible for shutting down a disk based on an anticipated long idle period. The most common approach is based on a simple timeout that shuts down the disk when a pre-determined amount of time has passed since the last disk I/O. However, shutting the disk down and waking it up again is expensive in both time and energy, therefore it is critical to minimize the number of spin-ups and maximize the length of the idle periods to maximize energy savings and minimize delays. Virtual machines Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. VEE '10, March 17-19, 2010 , Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA. Copyright c 2010 ACM 978-1-60558-910-7/10/03. . . $10.00 (VM) make the energy management process more challenging. It is difficult to use traditional techniques to reduce energy consumption for disks, because a VM interacts with a virtual machine monitor (VMM) and not the hardware directly. The guest OS in the VM accesses a virtual disk provided by the VMM; the VMM is responsible for multiplexing the underlying physical disk among the virtual disks used by the VMs. The guest OS therefore has no knowledge of the underlying physical disk, and the VMM has no information about the applications running on the guest OSes. There is no single entity that has the complete information necessary to perform efficient energy management.
This paper explores the disk I/O activities between the VMM and the VMs, and investigates the potential opportunities for reducing disk energy consumption in virtual desktops deployed on a VMM. Virtual desktops are used for interactive applications that often have long idle times that can be used successfully for energy management. The challenge grows with the number of VMs that are sharing the same hardware. More VMs implies more users, significantly reducing the number of long idle periods that can be efficiently used for energy management. Therefore the goal of energy management under multiple VMs is to maximize the length of idle periods by batching and shaping requests from multiple VMs before they are sent to the actual hardware.
In this paper, we propose and evaluate mechanisms for reducing disk energy consumption in virtual machine environments by shaping disk accesses. The approach focuses on integrating the VMM and the VMs in managing the energy of the physical disk. The studied mechanisms have been previously implemented in standalone operating systems that control the hardware directly, but haven't been investigated in a VM environment. First, we investigate a buffering approach that buffers write requests from multiple VMs before scheduling them on an actual physical disk. This is done at the VMM level with no changes to the VM. However, extended buffering may reduce the desired data reliability in case of system failure. Subsequently, we evaluate a second approach that maximizes the idle periods by requesting early flushes of dirty data from the buffer cache of each individual VM. This requires small modifications to the VM but does not reduce data reliability in case of system failure. Finally, we develop a trace-driven simulator to evaluate buffering, early flushes, and the interaction between them. We also implement a prototype of the studied mechanisms in the Xen virtual machine [1] platform to validate our simulation.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the motivation and background for research on energy efficient hard disk accesses in virtual machine environment. Section 3 describes the proposed methods and design. Section 4 provides the implementation details in Xen. Section 5 discusses the methodology. Section 6 evaluates the studied mechanisms through simulation and implementation. Section 7 gives related works on energy saving for hard disks. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper.
Motivation
A VM environment allows a guest operating system and its applications to share resources by multiplexing the physical resources between VMs in a virtual machine monitor (VMM). Virtual machines offer many advantages over physical machines, including reduced cost-of-ownership (by reducing the number of physical machines required to run a collection of servers, for example), strict isolation between machines so that applications running in separate machines cannot interact with each other in unintended ways, increased availability (by allowing virtual machines to be migrated to handle physical machine failures), load balancing, and snapshot functionality that allows the state of a virtual machine to revert to a previous snapshot to "undo" administrative errors, intrusions, and software incompatibilities [6, 17] .
The guest operating system running inside a VM interacts with virtual resources such as a network interface, a disk drive, and a processor. The characteristics of the virtual devices can be very generic and quite different from the underlying physical hardware. The virtual device abstractions remove dependencies on the physical hardware, allowing VMs to be more portable and allowing resource sharing, VM migration, and many other features. However, this abstraction also makes it difficult for the guest OS to manage the physical hardware since the underlying physical device may be shared by several virtual devices. For example, what does it mean for a guest OS to shut down a virtual disk if it is one of many virtual disks that share a physical disk? Furthermore, expecting the guest OS to manage energy without knowing the exact specifications of the physical devices may not only significantly reduce the performance, but can also increase energy consumption and running time as a result of poor energy management decisions.
For this work we investigated energy management strategies that allow the VMM to make intelligent decisions on when to shut down the physical disk. In current computer systems, hard disks support multiple power states to reduce the energy consumption. In the active mode, the hard disk is actively servicing I/O requests. This is the most energy-intensive mode -a typical hard drive consumes 10W to 12W during normal operations at full RPM [21] , which is about 20% of the total PC power consumption. In the idle mode, the disk is not servicing requests, but the platters continue to spin. In the sleep mode, the platters cease to spin, but the electronics remain active and ready to respond to incoming I/O requests by spinning up the platters and returning to active mode.
The simplest policy for determining when to shut down the disk is based on timeouts -after each I/O request the VMM starts a timer and the disk is shut down if the timer expires before another I/O request is received (Figure 1 ). When a new I/O request arrives, the disk returns to active mode to service the request. The VMM bases its decision to shut down the disk only on the time since the settimer(BUFFER_TIMEOUT, flush_buf) There is a break-even point on the length of sleep interval. Energy is consumed when shutting down and spinning the disk up again, so that if the idle period is too short it is more energy efficient to simply leave the disk spinning than to shut it down.
To increase the length of the idle periods we introduce two techniques for shaping disk requests: buffering and early flush. With buffering, disk writes that occur while the disk is in sleep mode are delayed for a finite interval before being delivered to the disk. With early flush, pending disk writes are performed prior to shutting the disk down. This may increase the total number of disk I/Os (some pending writes might otherwise have been cancelled before they occurred), but it increases the length of the idle period and therefore the amount of energy is saved. Our results show that both of these techniques are effective at saving energy while having a minimal impact on system response time.
Design
Our proposed I/O shaping techniques focus on write requests since they can be delayed or flushed earlier from buffers without impacting the performance of the application. Subsequently, we extend the idea of buffering and early flushes to the virtual machines.
Buffering in the VMM
The Linux kernel buffer cache stores dirty pages for up to 30 seconds before the pdflush daemon flushes them to disk. Longer times can be set by the user to minimize the number of disk spinups. However those flushes are not synchronized and can come at random times from multiple VMs. To limit the randomness of the write requests arriving at the physical drive, we implement another buffering mechanism for flushes from individual VMs. The basic algorithm is shown in Figure 2 . The buffering is implemented in the VMM and buffers the buffer flushes from the VMs only when the disk is sleeping. The buffer is emptied when the disk becomes active due to a read request arriving at the queue or a preset timeout value expires. Figure 3 shows an example of I/O requests from the VMs and the states of the physical disk. Before time t1, the disk is in the active or idle state continually. There are no more requests after time t1 so when the timeout expires at time t2 the disk is shut down. Between time t2 and t3, all incoming writes requests are buffered. At time t3, the timeout that started at the first buffered write expires and the buffer is processed once the disk is spun up. This example illustrates that the writes will not be propagated to disk when the guest OS specifies, potentially affecting the data reliability in case of power failure. Data may be buffered in memory an additional 30 seconds after they are written by the guest OS. In addition, some of the writes are caused by sync or fsync calls and should be written to the disk immediately to preserve the semantics of the system calls. Since the VMM doesn't know what causes a write it treats them all as standard buffer flushes from VMs and are buffered in the VMM. This may affect the behavior of the system and therefore this approach may not be suitable for all applications.
Early Flush
An alternative approach that does not extend the write buffering time is to flush writes from the VMs early. Standard buffer flushes from VMs are handled on demand and can occur at any time. A write caused by such a buffer flush might arrive just after the disk was shut down, triggering a disk spin-up. To reduce the chance of this happening the VMM can force early flushes of the guest OS buffer caches early and avoid a subsequent disk spin-up, which in turn will prolong idle times and save energy. Figure 4 presents the basic mechanism involved in early flushes. First, the VMM notifies all VMs that the disk shutdown is imminent and they should immediately flush their dirty pages. Then, all VMs with dirty data perform buffer flushes. Finally, the VMM waits for the flushes to complete and shuts down the disk.
Early flushes do not change system call semantics. The only difference is a trigger to the VM to trigger flushes which is a common optimization before the disk is shut down in standalone systems. The reliability is not affected in case of system failures while the idle periods are extended and the disk can remain off longer. This approach does not increase the pressure on the I/O system since it only requests the buffer flushes from VMs when the disk has been idle for the timeout interval. In addition, early flushes do not affect the performance of read requests during the buffer flushes, because read requests are always given highest priority and scheduled first, and the buffer flushes are performed in the background. Accordingly, this approach can be implemented without any adverse effects on system reliability or performance to prolong the disk idle time.
Early Flushes with Buffering
The buffering and early flush mechanisms are two orthogonal approaches that attempt to maximize the idle time between write requests. The buffering mechanism buffers writes when disk is in sleep mode while the early flush prevents the dirty data from waking up the disk immediately after it is shut down. The early flush mechanism can delay a disk spin-up by 30 seconds since this is the amount of time the dirty data is buffered in the cache. Buffering, on the other hand, can extend an idle period by 30 seconds. Therefore, even in a fairly active system the idle times for write activity can be extended to 60 seconds when both early flushes and buffering are combined, assuming sync or fsync calls in VMs are not present. If sync or fsync calls are present then buffering may not be feasible and early flushes may be less effective since the guest OS cannot buffer writes that are forced to disk because of a sync or fsync.
Implementation
We implement the discussed mechanisms in Xen 3.3.1 running Linux 2.6.18.8 as the platform.
Xen is an open-source virtual machine monitor(VMM) or "hypervisor" for the x86 architecture. Xen can support multiple virtual machines (domains) concurrently on a single physical machine. Domain 0 (Dom0) is privileged and has direct access to the physical devices. The guest OS in Dom0 contains the device drivers for these devices. The rest of the domains are unprivileged (DomU) and access virtual devices. The device drivers for these virtual devices communicate with Dom0, which maps accesses to the virtual devices into accesses to the appropriate physical devices. The device drivers communicate with Dom0 using ring buffers that are shared between DomU and Dom0 [3, 20] .
Buffer Implementation
In normal operation, Dom0 continually removes I/O requests from the ring buffers and processes them. To improve disk scheduling, Dom0 uses a queue of I/O requests to optimize scheduling of disk I/O under heavy load. When an I/O request is received and the queue is empty, Dom0 does not process the request immediately. Instead, it sets a timer with a 4ms timeout. When the timer expires, it sorts the requests in the queue and begins to service them. The idea is that postponing the first request by 4ms allows multiple requests to build up in the queue, improving the effectiveness of sorting the requests. The first request is delayed by 4ms, but this increased latency is considered acceptable relative to the performance improvements gained by sorting the requests. This behavior is implemented using a flag to indicate whether the queue is "plugged" or "unplugged" (which are equivalent to "deactivated" and "activated", respectively). If a request arrives when the queue is empty, then the queue is "plugged" by function blk plug device() and a 4ms timer is started. Any request that arrives before the timer expires is combined with the requests already in the queue, using one of the I/O scheduling algorithms im- plemented in Linux. The timer will eventually trigger the function blk remove plug(), which "unplugs" the queue, initiates the processing of requests in the sorted order, and clears the timer. We modified the request queue to allow buffering of write requests when the disk is in sleep mode. The queue operates normally when the disk is active, but when the disk is in sleep mode the queue is "plugged", causing write requests to be buffered. If a write request is received while the queue is plugged a timer is started so that write requests are not buffered indefinitely. The queue is unplugged and the write requests are processed when the timer expires, or a read request is received, whichever comes first. This is accomplished through the function blk disk up() which invokes blk remove plug() and causes the buffered requests to be processed.
Shutting Down the Disk
In Linux, several utilities control the state of the disk, e.g. hdparm and noflushd, and can be used by normal users without any modification of the system. In general, these utilities will put the disk into a lower power mode if the idle time exceeds a specified threshold. Our idleness detector is similar to those utilities but it provides additional support for the buffering and early flush mechanisms. The disk idleness detector monitors the incoming requests from the block I/O layer in Dom0 when the disk is active. The detector sets a timer after each request is processed. The disk is declared idle if the timer expires before another request is received. The overhead of setting a timer for each request is negligible, as once the timer is active setting it again consists only of changing its timeout value. The overhead of this operation is insignificant compared to the overhead of performing a disk access. By default, the timeout is set to 19 seconds, which is the break-even time for the disk used in our experiments. When the timer expires, the disk is considered idle and put into the sleep mode after notifying the DomUs that the disk is about to be put to sleep so that they can perform early flush, as described in the next section.
Early Flush
During normal operation the Linux OSes running in the DomUs periodically flush their dirty blocks using the pdflush kernel thread. Pdflush is triggered by the kernel in two ways. First, it is triggered periodically (default 5 sec) by the kernel. Second, it is triggered when the ratio of dirty pages in the buffer cache exceeds some threshold (default 10%). Pdflush checks the dirty pages in the buffer cache and flushes those dirty pages that are older than a threshold (default 30 sec). These values are tunable in the proc file system under /proc/sys/vm. To trigger the buffer cache flushes from VMM, Dom0 has to notify each DomUs to invoke pdflush and flush all dirty pages immediately. This type of inter-domain communication in Xen can be accomplished using xenbus. Xenbus is typically used to exchange configuration information between domains. The configuration information is stored in a file-system-like database called xenstore. All domains can read and write xenstore, making it a natural place to implement the early flush mechanism. We added a xenstore variable called flush dirty pages to let Dom0 notify each DomU that it should flush its dirty pages, and to notify Dom0 when the flushes are complete. We modified the Dom0 kernel to set flush dirty pages for each DomU before putting the disk to sleep. The kernel then waits for all the flush dirty pages variables to be cleared before putting the disk to sleep. Each DomU kernel monitors its flush dirty pages variable by polling xenstore at periodical time and invokes pdflush when it is set. Once the dirty pages have been flushed the kernel clears flush dirty pages, notifying Dom0 that the flush is complete, and resets the pdflush timeout. Figure 5 presents the entire implementation. The buffer controller is responsible for controlling and monitoring the request queue using the buffer timer and the disk shutdown timer. Before putting the disk to sleep the idleness detector will notify the VMs via xenstore. The designed flushd daemon in each VM kernel space flushes all dirty pages in its buffer cache through the normal I/O path.
Methodology
In order to analyze and evaluate the proposed mechanisms, we collected disk I/O traces on a modified Xen-enabled Linux kernel. The measurement platform was Xen 3.3.1 and Xen Linux kernel 2.6.18.8 running on an AMD Phenom II X4 940 with 4GB RAM. To avoid recording traces to the local disk and disturbing the I/O behavior of the system we recorded I/O traces on a remote machine. Each VM is traced individually and the system records the following information about each I/O operation: timestamp, access type, access size, domain identifier, process identifier, process name, and file inode. To simulate a remote desktop environment we deployed 8 VMs and installed the X window system in each VM along with several common desktop applications: firefox, evince, gedit, gthumb, calc, xemacs, and evolution. Firefox is a web browser. Evince is a document viewer supporting multiple document formats. XEmacs and gedit are powerful general purpose text editors. Gthumb is an image viewer and browser for the GNOME desktop. Calc is a small GUI calculator, and Evolution provides integrated mail, address book, and calendar functionality to users.
We selected eight users to interact with eight individual VMs remotely via VNC connections. We traced the eight users concurrently for 12 hours in several separate sessions. The users performed typical daily computing activities utilizing our server and the trace statistics are listed in Table 1 . The table lists the details of the trace from each VM, such as the number of read operations, the number of write operations, the number of idle periods greater than the break-even time, and the total idle time greater than the break-even time. It also presents the statistics of trace in multiple VMs environment. The two VMs scenario contains VM1 and VM2; the four VMs scenario contains VM1, VM2, VM3 and VM4; and the eight VMs scenario contains all the eight VMs. As the number of VMs increases the idle periods become shorter, since each additional VM generates disk requests. The number of idle periods initially increases with the number of VMs because longer idle periods are split into multiple shorter idle periods, but once there are eight VMs the number of idle periods decreases because of the volume of disk requests. Figure 6 shows the cumulative distribution of the number of idle periods greater than the break-even time (BE) for each individual domain. The x-axis indicates the length of the idle period in BE units, and the y-axis indicates the cumulative number of idle periods. For all VMs, most of the idle periods are between 1 BE and 16 BEs. Combination of the traces will subsequently result in some subset of the original idle periods. As the number of concurrent VMs increases, the longer idle periods are converted into shorter periods resulting in fewer energy saving opportunities.
We developed a trace-driven simulator to simulate multiple VMs and generate the final I/O traffic at the VMM. We used the simulator to compare the mechanisms and evaluate the energy efficiency of each mechanism. To obtain the encountered delays and energy calculations from the simulator we used specifications for Western Digital Drive Model WD2500JD as shown in Table 2 [7] . The disk has significant energy consumption and latency associated with the spin-up after sleep, which is common for high performance desktop drives. The corresponding break-even time, is approximately 19 seconds and we set the timeout before putting the disk to sleep to the break-even time. The number of traces supplied to the simulator can be varied and the simulator emulates the I/O traffic generated by the specified number of domains.
Evaluation
In this section, we examine how the performance and energy efficiency of the studied mechanisms changes when we increase the number of virtual machines. Figure 7 presents the distributions of causes for disk spin-ups for different mechanisms and different number of concurrent virtual machines. Three factors can cause a disk spin-up: (1) disk read will result in immediate disk spin-up in all mechanisms; (2) disk write will result in disk spin-up when the VMM is not buffering writes; (3) buffer flush will spin-up the disk when a write has been buffered for the maximum buffering time. Therefore, we have only two causes for disk spin-ups in the studied mechanisms. The case of one VM is comparable to the studied mechanisms running in a standalone operating system. In this case, the idle times are long and the number of spin-ups is lower. The majority of the spinups are due to reads since most of the writes that follow previous I/O activity are already flushed. In this scenario, the buffer cache flush time in the guest operating system is set to 30 seconds. Some flushes may still occur if they are not performed before the disk is shut down. Buffering does not offer much benefit since it can at most prolong the pending write by additional 30 seconds and the idle times in the case of only one VM are significantly longer. As a result, almost all write flushes from the VM result in a buffer flush in the VMM. Early flushes eliminate most disk spin-ups that were generated by the pending flushes from the VM, eliminating a significant fraction of spin-ups. The combination of the two techniques flushes pending writes before shutting down the disk, and delays the disk spin-up by up to 30 seconds by buffering any writes that occur while the disk is in the sleep mode. The I/O activity in the VMM increases as the number of VMs increases. There are two potential outcomes: (1) the idle periods are shorter due to interleaving of I/O from different VMs, which results in more spin-ups; or (2) the I/O activity and idle times have some overlap that can result in longer active times and as a result fewer idle periods that are longer than the break-even time. It is important to note that results from the single VM cannot be extrapolated to other experiments as we include more user traces that have different behaviors. Therefore, we can only make general comparisons between results for different number of VMs and detailed comparisons between the mechanisms for the given number of VMs. When two VMs run concurrently, there is a significant increase in spin-ups due to write activity, for the reasons noted above. Buffering can help in reducing spin-ups and early flushes offer a larger benefit. In this case, early flush is preferred since it reduces the spin-ups and does not delay writes, which may impact reliability in case of failures. The trends are similar for four VMs. In this case, buffering reduces larger fraction of spin-ups. The reason is that the delayed writes resulted in some aggregation of I/O activity. There is also a small increase in number of spin-ups due to reads. This is expected since buffering and early writes cause fewer writes to spin-up the disk. Therefore, the side effect is a potential increase in read latencies. However, these latencies are spread across all the users, so when there are four VMs each user will experience on average 1/4 of the delays. Finally, with eight VMs the number of spin-ups decreases since increased rate of I/O requests keeps the disk active longer resulting in fewer shutdowns. Figure 8 presents the breakdown of total execution time in different scenarios. The execution time is composed of the time the disk is servicing I/O requests, idle time (less than break-even time) when the disk is waiting for I/Os to arrive during timeouts, the spin-up time required to return the disk to active mode after it has been in sleep mode, and disk idle time that is greater than break-even time and will result in a shutdown. The time spent servicing I/O requests is a relatively small portion of the overall execution time so we combined it with the disk idle time and refer the combination as the "disk active time". The shutdown time is part of idle time greater than break-even time since in the majority of cases it is hidden from the execution. In some cases, the shutdown results in delays because the disk has to be completely shut down before it can spin up again. Therefore, a read request that arrives during shutdown must wait for the shutdown to complete followed by a spin-up before it can be serviced and include these exposed delays in the spin-up time. When only one VM is running, the majority of the execution time is occupied by the long periods of idleness. There are 199 spin-ups caused by reads, each of which is delayed nine seconds while the disk spins up. These delays increase the nominal 12 hour execution time by 31 minutes, or less than 5%. We will consider delay-hiding techniques in our future work with the hope of significantly reducing or eliminating these delays. As the number of VMs increases the total execution time decreases. This is because the disk is in the active mode more, which reduces the number of spin-ups. Energy savings correspondingly decrease.
Reducing Spin-ups

Execution Time
Write buffering is effective at increasing long idle times as the number of VMs increases. Write buffering can extend idle periods by up to 30 seconds, unless a read request arrives, which can potentially translate into longer sleep times and higher energy savings. Early flushes show better improvement in extending the length of idle periods by significantly reducing the number of required spin-ups. There is a clear benefit when buffering and early flushes are combined. With eight VMs the combined mechanism extends the sleep time by 6.8% as compare to early flushes alone, and by 36.3% when compare to standard shutdown mechanisms in the VMM. Figure 9 presents the breakdown of total energy consumption in different scenarios. The energy consumption is composed of the energy consumed while servicing I/Os, energy consumed in the active mode while waiting for I/Os to arrive, the power-cycle energy to spin down and spin up the disk, and the disk sleeping energy. The energy consumed to perform I/Os is relatively small in the studied applications and similarly to I/O time we include it as a part of idleactive energy and call the combined value "disk active energy". The energy closely follows the execution time breakdown as shown in Figure 8 . The longer the disk sleeps, the larger the energy savings. Furthermore, fewer disk spin-ups reduce the power-cycle energy.
Energy Consumption
Similarly to the improvements in idle time that is greater than break-even time, the best energy efficiency is presented by a combination of buffering and early flushes. With four VMs buffering and early flushes reduce energy consumption by 18.3% as compared to the standard shutdown mechanism in VMM and by 4. early flushes reduce energy consumption by 13.3% as compared to the standard shutdown mechanism in the VMM and by 3.1% when only early flushes are present. While buffering offers some additional energy savings to early flushes, the additional benefit may be offset by reduced reliability in case of crashes. Therefore, using early flushes may be the best option that does not sacrifice reliability and still offers high energy savings.
Energy Delay Product
Energy saving and performance are competing optimizations. Shutting down the disk saves energy but at the same time it introduces spin-up delays that increase the execution time. One way of quantifying both the performance and energy impact is the energy-delay product [10] . A lower energy-delay product indicates better combination of performance and energy optimizations. Figure 10 presents the energy-delay product for the system configurations we studied. The results are normalized to the standard timeout mechanism for each configuration. Figure 8 shows a limited impact on the execution time; as a result, improvements in energy savings dominate the energy-delay product and the trends in Figure 10 are similar to the energy saving trends in Figure 9 . The combination of buffering and early flushes has the lowest energy-delay product. When extension in buffering times is problematic due to impact on reliability, the early flush mechanism is a promising alternative.
Optimizing Buffer Flush Time
The results so far use a uniform timeout period before the disk is shut down which does not consider the source of the I/Os. In this section we do not wait for a timeout before putting the disk to sleep after a buffer flush; instead, the disk is put to sleep immediately. Other spin-ups due to reads from the application indicate application I/O activity and the disk is kept active for a full timeout interval. This change only impacts shutdowns in those configurations that use buffering. The early flush mechanism is not affected since there is no additional buffering in the VMM. Figure 11 compares the disk spin-ups for the regular timeout(T) and immediate shutdown(I) for the buffering mechanisms. In general, there is very little change in number of spin-ups due to reads when the timeout period after a disk flush is eliminated. This leads to several conclusions. the actual disk I/O activity. Second, the users will experience similar numbers of spin-up delays. Finally, there is an increase (max 10.4%) in the number of spin-ups due to writes when using the buffering mechanism only. When buffering is combined with early flushes the number of spin-ups is almost the same. Furthermore, the additional write spin-ups will not result in any increases in application execution time; however the additional power-cycles may increase energy consumption. Figure 12 compares the execution time breakdown for the regular timeout(T) and immediate shutdown(I) for the buffering mechanisms. As expected, the minor differences in the number of spinups caused by reads in Figure 11 have limited impact on the delays due to spin-ups, with 5.5% in case of two VMs and negligible differences for four and eight VMs. The elimination of timeout interval for shutdown after the buffer flush results in shorter active times and longer idle times, which translates into higher energy savings.
Finally, Figure 13 shows the energy consumption breakdown for the regular timeout(T) and immediate shutdown(I) for the buffering mechanisms. The increase in idle time available for shutdowns results in longer sleep times and higher energy savings. However, Figure 11 shows more disk spin-ups, mainly due to reads, that will translate into increase in energy consumption to perform the additional power-cycles. On average, immediate shutdown during buffer flushes in the VMM results in a 3.3% improvement in energy consumption for buffering only, and a 2.8% improvement for combined buffering and early flushes. Therefore, if buffering is done in the VMM, the disk should be shut down immediately following the buffer flushes since this improves in energy savings without significantly increasing delay.
Writes in Buffering and Early Flush
Buffering of writes in the VMM can result in additional delays before the writes are committed to the disk. This in turn may affect reliability of the system in case of power failures or system crashes. The longer the write resides the buffer, the higher the impact on reliability. Table 3 slightly more than two pending writes per VM. Therefore, very few writes would be affected by a crash, and the impact on reliability is limited. In addition, Table 3 shows the number of VM that are involved in buffer cache flushes triggered by early flushes from the VMM, which is little more than one. This is not a surprising result since the timeout mechanism will wait for the last VM to finish the I/O before waiting an additional timeout period and shutting down the disk. During that time, other VMs have finished I/O activity earlier and flushed the buffer cache; therefore, most of the time only the last VM that has I/O activity has to be flushed.
Implementation Measurement
In order to evaluate our implementation we replayed the traces used in the simulations on a Xen platform with a kernel modified to buffer writes in the VMM and to flush the guest OS buffer caches early. A replay driver in each guest OS reads the entire trace into the memory and replays the I/O operations at the proper times. The entire trace is read into memory to eliminate any additional I/O operations due to reading the trace during the replay. Due to time constraints, we omitted buffering only implementation and only replayed first six hours of the traces for four concurrent VMs. Figure 14 presents the time the disk spends in three states: active, power-cycle, and sleep. This is not the same as the application execution time shown in Figure 8 , but the actual time the disk spends in each state. In the case of standard shutdown mechanism, the disk spent 35% of the total disk time in the sleep state. When early flushes are introduced into the execution the sleep time increases to 45% of total disk time. Finally, when we combine early flushes with buffering the sleep time increases to 56% of the total disk time . The power-cycle time is significant, however this time is not directly exposed to the applications and only a few spin-ups result in delays as shown in Figure 8 . Finally, the disk time from Figure 14 can be directly translated to energy consumption by multiplying the time in each state by the corresponding power demand. 
Related Work
Energy management for hard disks has been extensively studied on standalone platforms. There have been considerable research achievements in saving energy for disks within the context of operating systems and applications. Zedlewski et al. [22] model the hard disk power consumption, and propose an approach to accurately estimate the energy consumed by each of several sub-components of a disk request. They point out the analysis of the power mode transition is important. In our simulation experiment, we also consider different power modes and mode transitions, like spin-up and spindown. Li et al. perform a quantitative analysis of the pros and cons of spinning down disks, and address when the disk should be put to sleep to minimize energy consumption [12] . They find the optimal spin-down delay time is 2 seconds. This result is very similar to our experiment on Section 6.5, in which immediate shutting down improves energy saving. Chung et al. [4] propose adaptive approach based on sliding windows and two-dimensional linear interpolation to address the problem of power managing a single disk. Zhu et al. propose many power-aware storage cache management policies which can significantly reduce disk energy consumption [23] . Their approach focuses on cache layer, and studies offline power-aware greedy (OPG) algorithm, PA-LRU, and different cache write policies on disk energy consumption. Our proposed mechanisms also improve energy dissipation of disk accesses by controlling buffer cache flush. Early flush is useful to save disk energy in that it signals each VM to trigger buffer cache flush before shutting down disk. Buffering saves disk energy by holding flushed dirty pages for a preset timeout. The idea of buffering writes and performing periodic updates has already been studied [2, 14] and this approach has been implemented in many operating systems. The operating system could defer writing dirty pages to disk within the predefined time period and put disk into low power mode, thus reducing disk traffic and overhead and reducing disk energy consumption.
In addition, the timeout mechanism has gained wide popularity due to its simplicity. After the last request, a timer is started and the hard disk is shut down once the timer expires unless additional disk activity occurs during the timeout period. Once the new request arrives, the disk platters have to be accelerated before the request is served. Douglis et al. [8] describe a method for varying the spin-down threshold dynamically by adapting to the user's access patterns, which results in up to a 50% reduction in disk spin-ups. Golding et al. [9] show that there are many opportunities to power down the disk during idle periods. They construct several idle-time detection algorithms, which can be used to decrease disk energy consumption. They point out that power consumption will decrease if the savings from the powered-down mode outweigh the power cost of spinning it up again. Similarly, we use the break-even time as the uniform timeout period to determine whether or not to shut down the disk in our experiment. The break-even time decreases unnecessary power transitions and ensures that spinning the disk down will benefit energy saving. Additional characteristics about application execution can lead to more aggressive dynamic predictors, which shut down the hard disks much earlier than the timeout mechanisms. Dynamic predictors observe recent history of application behavior and use that information to predict the length of the idle period and shut down the disk accordingly [5, 11, 18] . Papathanasiou et al. describe an automatic system that monitors the past application behavior in order to generate appropriate prefetching hints, and a general system of kernel enhancements that coordinate I/O activity across all running applications. They report that this method could save disk energy about 60-80% [16] . A detailed study and evaluation of predictors is presented by Lu et al. [13] who come to the following conclusions: (1) Timeout predictors offer good accuracy, but waiting for the timeout to expire consumes energy; (2) Dynamic predictors shut down the device immediately, but until recently, they have had much lower accuracies than the simple timeout prediction; (3) Stochastic methods usually require off-line preprocessing, which are more difficult to implement, and may run into problems when the workload changes.
Recent research on energy management for hard disks has focused on the virtualized computing platforms. Stoess et al. [19] designed a hierarchical framework to partition energy and account Table 3 . Detailed statistics for buffering and early flush mechanisms.
energy-aware resources. Their disk energy model distinguishes two different power states, namely active and idle, and their prototype is capable of enforcing power limits for guest OSes. Nathuji et al. implement VirtualPower Management for Xen hypervisor to support online power management, which provides up to 34% improvements in power consumption [15] . Compared with their works, our proposed mechanisms explore the existing buffer flush approaches to reduce the energy consumption for hard disks in virtual machine environments.
Conclusions
Energy management in virtualized computing environment requires the cooperation between VMM and VMs. VMs reflect the usage information of virtual devices and VMM keeps a global view to control the physical hardware. In this paper, we have presented an energy-efficient design for accessing a hard disk in multi-VMs environment. The energy-efficient storage maximizes the length of disk idle periods through batching and shaping requests from multiple VMs, effectively reducing energy consumption. We have explored techniques for reducing the energy dissipation of a hard disk and proposed three mechanisms to increase the burstiness of hard disk accesses which increases the length of disk idle periods and therefore decreases the energy consumption. These mechanisms include: (1) a buffering mechanism in the VMM that buffers writes from the VMs to improve scheduling and enhance burstiness; (2) an early flush mechanism that flushes the dirty pages from the guest OS buffer caches prior to putting the disk to sleep; and (3) a combined buffering and early flush mechanism that maximizes burstiness and increases the length of idle times.
Our evaluation of these mechanisms, using desktop interactive applications, showed significant improvements in the energy efficiency. These gains come from prolonging the disk sleeping time, which can be translated into less energy consumption. We also showed that these mechanisms can perform very well with the increasing number of VMs. By using our developed trace-driven simulator, different mechanisms under different configurations have been compared. With eight VMs, the combined buffering and early flushes mechanism, based on uniform timeout shutdown, improves energy savings by 13.3% compared with standard disk shutdown techniques. With further optimization provided by immediate shutdown, the combined mechanism improves energy savings by 14.8% and reduces the number of spin-ups by 19.7% as compared to standard disk shutdown techniques in case of eight VMs. The prototype implementation on Xen shows the effectiveness of our proposed mechanisms. Future research will consider the use of sophisticated prediction techniques to improve the accuracy and timeliness of shutdown prediction in virtual machine environments. Our research will also focus on multiple disks used by multiple virtual machines at the same time. The different energy saving policies and algorithms would be studied and implemented. We also plan to research energy saving for hard disks in IO-intensive scenarios, such as database systems running in VMs, and SANs shared by VMs.
